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Boats - Waterfront
Space pirates
Once upon a time there was some laundry that was poisonous. That only a dog could wear. How this was actually. All babies who are space pirates in disguise. The baby space pirates were taking over the world. The ants with big butts were defending it. But the ants lost because the space pirates were using their heat ray.
Then I went to Treasure Island. I heard the sea, it was attacking my boat but I fought my battle and nervous it fled.

Then I went to Shark Island.

Shore family
Once upon a time we were on the boat and it was a lovely day and all of a sudden it was raining and it started to tip and wobble.
It comes from Zevu, and it is 100m long and 50m wide. It has a eye as a protection. It looks like this:

- It has a password and it is 23323230.
- It can go 1,000,000 mph. When the speed limit is 30 mph, it saw a hill with cone trees.

It was sailing and it saw a hill with cone trees.

It saw it met an sea monster called Zeuzeu, and he had big eyes, small noses. He looked like this.
sea monkey
big mac III
Lady Juez
surf - 9
Oyster maid

CAPTAIN BLACK
Once there was a storm. A terrible storm. Tornado destroyed the dock. A sea monster ate the people.
Midnight

goes into a
dark cave at day
and at night
captures evil
spirits by the moon
and stars.

one evil spirit
is too strong and
takes over the body
of a crew member.

The evil spirit
makes a hole in my
boat and my boat
floods I swim to land
I'm the only one
the boat gone and I'm
all alone.
Once upon a time there was a boat called Madam Ocean. One day, a person came along and said it's a gorgeous boat. It always wanted to have a boat. But she didn't know that it was cursed and ghosts were on it. She took the boat out for a test and screamed "yes it works," so she slept in it that night but woke up in the middle of the night and heard a noise. She looked and it was a demon with red eyes. She never came back. Got killed and was never seen again.
My boat: Super coleso

But this boat took to pirates and fought against them. Some people thought he was nasty, but he showed he wasn't once again.

Once upon a time there was a boat called Super coleso. Everyone respected this boat for what it did. And that's I'm going to tell you. This boat was not just a boat; it was a taking boat. It fought against pirates and it helped people to get people to be friends. And I believe it's still that way today.
Once upon a time I was on my trip to New Zealand and there were falling bugs and they were delicious.

My boat is 30 M wide and 30 cm wide.

My dog came to and My family and my mum and my dad and my brother and sister.
Once upon a time
a boat named Thomas sailed through the sea until an enormous storm started.
There were humongous waves.
A couple of them went over the boat. I couldn't control it. It was too hard. But we came to a cave. So I steered as hard as I could. I survived, but my boat was smashed into pieces.

The end.
Once there was a boat called Da Vina. Even though it had guns, there were the Da Vina pirates, and they had a war of cherry's, the pirates fired the cherry's out of their cannons while the crew of the Da Vina fired the cherry's out of the built in guns. Suddenly, the afterman staked onto the Da Vina, and the Da Vina sank.
My Name is Bobby, here is my story.

First I set sail it was raining fire!!

Soon after a mouse attacked my boat but saved easily.

Then soon after a shark or my came by and destroyed my propeller.

Soon after pirates came and the guess what it was the Battleship

The Bowmont Advocate. But then my boat was destroyed I got swallowed

Violently by a Baby Lobster. Wrong destination. Yes Later I got vomited up. But didn't arrive at the

to take me to the destination.

So I spent the rest of my life looking for another Lobster.
This boat was on the side of the sea. It is a blue boat.

Then out of the darkness came... a dancing bear. Big tornado blew.

I smiled and said, "Don't worry, we will help you stop the bear. You'll be fine!"

But was the bear really after all...
The boat was rocking back and forth.
The clouds were grey and the sun did not come out.
There were massive waves crashing and splashing against the rocks.
The anchor was shackling on the sand and pebbles.
My boat had stuck on the rock.
I was pulling on the anchor but there were these horrible creatures called Grobbleageops pulling it down. Then the anchor caught the creatures and then got away.
I then sailed to sunshine rock away from everything.
Gymnast 10 was rocking back and forth. A stormy night. Gymnast 10 was lovely colourful fish. Suddenly, there were lots of them. The boat was starting to sink. Just then, a pink seal jumped out of the water. The seal pushed all the colourful fish into the seal. A pink seal protects it.

It's pink, orange, yellow, green, blue.
It's very big and long.
Once upon a time a boat sailed through peaceful waters. Suddenly, a storm started. It was terrible. Just as it started to grow huge, a cloud appeared. The captain, Horace, stared at it in horror. Like magic, a massive cyclops appeared in the sky.

"You shall not pass!" bellowed the cyclops. The boat shook and shuffled, but the charm at the front stopped it from tipping. The charm was an angel. It had powers to make the boat invincible. It shot an electrical beam at the cyclops and it shrunk. Bradley picked it up and made a handy little keychain. The end.
Once upon a time a boat call Enriquel Papi & Sailed on the Seven Seas and a terrible storm came at made Enriquel Papi sunk but the once of the boat use the be a mermaid & saw she met all her old friends but she found a island called Candy World were the flowers are lollys, the Bears are gummy Bears and every ting else is candy and leavers are candy.
Soul and Heart 125

bright yellow and pink boat
Long boat
It comes from Zab and is going to Zib
On Zab you see all seaweed and sharks and on Zib you see lovely colourful fish and flowers.

Soul and Heart 125

it 5 years old and I bought it when I was 5...
My Boat: Odysseus II

Leave the city of Akkon on a quest to find the crystal of Odysseus.

There are 74 dwarfs in the water trying to defend the huge cave with the crystal.

The leader was called Grumpy. We battled the crystal and defeated the dwarfs.

They boarded the ship to fight us.
Mixture Island

Ice Cream Rock

Sword Tunnel

Home
Once upon a time there was a boat named Jones once sailed through the sea. Suddenly a storm started. There were massive waves, one even crashed into the boat. But the boat got into a cave and survived. There were monsters in the cave.
I saw a flag and a boat
I looked over the side and saw
The dog jumped into the water down there and the gun fell from the front board.
CRAZY CAR

Leaves the city at night.

And have a massive battle but in the end the crazy cars

The projector of the evil master leprechaun

And hit the top of the cave and sink.